
AGE: 5+
PLAYERS: 2-4

CARD GAMES COLLECTION



Contents
Blue Cat Cards - 75 unique cards.

Each card has a picture of a Cat and there are 10 different cat pictures in 
either an Indoor or Outdoor background.

Each cat has the following characteristics as shown on the card: 

Colour, Gender, Habitat (indoor or outdoor), Nature (sleepy, snooty, playful 
or tough), Age (between 1 and 19), Cake colour (There are four and they 
relate to the age bracket), Name, Number of Toys between 0 and 4, The Toys 
are a Post, Wand, Ball and Mouse.

Orange Attribute Cards – 2 sets of 12 unique cards. 

Each Orange Card is named either:

Colour, Habitat, Gender, Nature, Age, Cake colour, Name, Number of toys, 
Mouse, Wand, Post, Ball. 

Green Value Cards -  27 unique cards. 

Each Green Value Card is named either: 

Tabby, Ginger, Tortoiseshell, Black, White, Brown, Indoor, Outdoor, Male, 
Female, Playful, Snooty, Tough, Sleepy,  Age 1-5, Age 6-10, Age 11- 15, 
Age 16 - 20, 0 Toys, 1 Toy, 2 Toys, 3 Toys, 4 Toys, Mouse, Wand, Post, Ball.

Starting rules
Youngest player starts, or each draw a cat card and the player with the 
oldest cat starts.

Number of players
All games can be played by 2 to 4 players.

Age
Players generally need to be 5 and up, to be able to recognise numbers. 
However, because all play happens with the cards face-up, it is easy for 
older players to help younger players if desired.

Time
The duration of each game depends on the number of players and their 
ages, but generally a single game takes less than ten minutes.



Game One: Catnapping.  
Cards to use for this game are the Blue and Green Decks.

Aim: To collect 6 x Cats by either taking them from the Pound or stealing 
them from other players.

Preparation: Shuffle the deck of Blue Cat cards and place 15 x Cat cards 
face upwards in a 5 by 3 grid in the middle of the table. This is the Pound. 

Place one Blue Cat Card face up on the table in front of each player. 

Place the remaining Blue Cat Cards aside for this game.

The Green Value Cards are shuffled and placed face down in a pile.

Game Play:

1. The first Player turns over the top Green Card and places it face up next 
to the pile of Green Cards. 

2. If possible, the player then takes a Cat fitting that description from the 
Pound and puts it face up in front of and beside the other card(s) in front 
of the player. Play passes to the left.

3. Where there is no cat fitting that description in the Pound, they may take 
a Blue Cat Card from in front of another player and put it face up in front 
of their other card(s). Play passes to the left.

4. If they cannot take any Blue Cat Cards either from the Pound or from 
another player, their turn is over and play passes to the left. 

5. When the last Green Card has been played, shuffle the Green deck and 
carry on.

Winning: The first player to get 6 Cats Cards in front of them is the Winner.

Variant: For a longer and more lively game, players may take from other 
players even if there is a cat fitting the description in the pound.



Game Two: Herding Cats
Cards to use for this game - Blue and Orange decks.

Aim: The aim is to be the fastest to herd your Cats according to the different 
Attributes. This encourages other Cats to join the herd. 

Preparation: The Orange Attribute cards are shuffled and placed in a pile 
face down in the middle of the table. (Possibly remove the cards saying Post, 
Wand, Ball, Mouse and Name for younger children.)

Each player is given 3 x Blue Cat Cards, which they may look at and place 
face down in front of them.

Game Play:

1. Players place their Cat Cards face down in a pile in front of them, with 
hands off the cards.

2. The starting player turns over the top Orange Attribute card and reads 
out what it says. 

3. All players turn over their pile of Cat Cards, and race to order or sort 
them according to the Attribute. The first to finish puts their hand on the 
attribute pile. 

4. For most of the attributes (Colour, Nature, Gender, Habitat, Cake Colour) 
you sort into piles. 

5. For Age and Number of toys, you put them in order. 

6. For Name you sort by alphabetical order. 

7. For the individual Toys, you sort as to whether the cat has that toy or not.

8. The quickest correct player gets another Blue Cat card, after checking 
for correctness. This player then becomes the one to turn over the next 
Orange Attribute card.

9. When the last Orange Card has been played, shuffle the Orange deck 
and carry on.

10. The game play is repeated until one player receives their ninth blue cat 
card.

Winning: The winner is the first to gather nine cats.  (A variation for younger 
children is the first to their age in cats.)



Game Three: Cat Adoption 
Cards to use for this game are the Blue and Green Decks.

Aim: Be the first to place your Cats for Adoption by getting rid of all your 
Blue Cat Cards.

Preparation: Shuffle the Blue Cat Cards and deal 12 Blue Cat Cards to 
each player. 

Place the remaining Blue Cat Cards in a pile face down in the centre. These 
are Strays.

Players place their Cat Cards spread out face up in front of them. These are 
the Cats to put up for Adoption. 

Shuffle the Green Cards and place them in a pile face down in the middle 
of the table.

Game Play: 

1. A player turns over the top Green Value card and reads out the label. 
Someone wants to adopt a cat with this characteristic. 

2. Place the Green Card face up in the discard pile.

3. All players look at their Cats and choose any one Cat for Adoption that 
has that value.

4. Take that one Cat out and place it in the “Adopted” pile.

5. If a player has no matching cats, none of their cats is adopted that round.

6. If a player cannot move as per Rule 5 above, that player must pick up 
another Blue Cat card from the Strays.

7. Play stops when a player has placed their final cat.

8. If two players place their final cats at the same time the game is drawn.

9. If during the game you use all the Green Cards, shuffle again and carry 
on.

Winning: The winner is the first to have no Cats left 
for Adoption.



Game Four: Cat Collections
Cards to use for this game are the Blue and Orange Decks. 

Aim: To collect sets of 5 Toys or Attributes with Cats that fit the criteria. 

Preparation: Remove the cards saying “Name”, “Age” and “Number of 
Toys” from the Orange Attribute deck.

Shuffle and lay out 6 Blue Cat Cards face up in the middle with the remainder 
of the Blue Cat Cards in a deck face down beside them.

Each player draws an Orange Card, looks at it and keeps it secret, placing it 
face down in front of them. 

Players’ Blue Cat Cards are visible to other players, but the Orange Cards 
remain secret until a set is played.

Making sets: Players try to make a set by combining a number of cats 
together to make up exactly 5 Toys. This can include a cat with no toys 
(zero toys), which does not add to the number of toys, but does increase the 
number of cats for scoring at the end of the game. 

The cats in a set must all match according to the Toy/Attribute on the player’s 
Orange Card. To match, the ‘value’ of the Attribute must be the same for all 
Cats. If the Orange Attribute Card says: 

• Gender, then all cats are Male, or all cats are Female.

• Nature, then all cats are Snooty, or all cats are Sleepy, or all cats are 
Tough, or all cats are Playful.

• Cake Colour, then all cats have the same colour cake.

• Ball, then each cat has one Ball among their toys.   (The same applies for 
Wand, Post and Mouse)

• Habitat, then all cats are Indoor, or all cats are Outdoor.

• Colour, then all cats are the same colour.

Game Play:

1. The first Player may choose a face up Cat from the middle, and fills the 
gap with a card from the deck of Blue Cat Cards. 

2. Alternatively, the player may draw from the face-down deck of Blue Cat 
Cards and place the Blue Cat Card face up in front for all to see

3. If a player wishes to declare a set, they show their Orange Card and the 
Blue Cat Cards that make up the set, then put them to one side, face 
down for scoring. 



4. A set must have exactly 5 Toys but may have any number of cats. 

5. Sets can only be declared at the beginning of their own turn and only one 
set can be declared in any one turn. 

6. A player does NOT need to declare a set if they do not wish to, even if it 
is possible

7. Any remaining Cat Cards surplus to the set stay in front of them. 

8. After declaring a set, the player takes another Orange Card, looks at it, 
and places it face down in front.

9. Play then passes to the left and continues.

10. Play ends when a player declares a set and there are no Orange cards 
left to take.

Winning: The winner is the person with the most Cats that have been 
declared in sets of five toys. 

Variants: 1. Change the requirement for five toys in the set to another 
number. 2. For younger players, orange cards can be shown.

Game Five: Where Did That Cat Go? 
Cards to use for this game are the Blue and Green Decks

Aim: Be the first to find a Cat for each of your Green Cards by remembering 
where the cats are in the grid.

Preparation: Shuffle the Green Value Cards and deal them out evenly 
among the players. Put any remaining cards aside for this game. 

Players place their green cards face down in a pile in front of them.

Each player looks at their top Green Value Card but keeps it hidden from the 
others. They do NOT look at their other Green Value Cards.

Shuffle the Blue Cat Cards and place 9 Cards face down in a 3 by 3 grid in 
the middle of the table. 

Place the remaining Blue Cat Cards in a face down pile beside the grid. This 
will be used to replace cards taken from the grid.

Game Play:

1. The first Player turns over a Blue Cat Card in the grid, so all can see it. 

2. If the Blue Cat Card fits their Green Card, the player keeps the cat card, 



and places it faces up in front of them, with the Green Card. They can 
then look at their next green card. 

3. When a cat card in the grid is removed, it is replaced from the pile of Blue 
Cat Cards, without looking at it, and play passes to the left.

4. If the face-up Blue Cat Card does not fit their Green Card, the player 
turns the card face down again and play passes to the left. 

5. If a player wishes to move on to another Green Card, they may use their 
turn to place their top Green Card at the bottom of their deck instead of 
having a turn. This may be necessary if they have looked at all nine cards, 
and none of them fits their green card. They will still need to play that 
green card before they finish.

Winning: The first player to find a matching Cat for their final Green  
Card wins.
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For more games, activities and teaching guides visit: 
creativemaths.net/TheCatPack


